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About This Game

Neon Force Pushers is an action packed, competitive multiplayer, platformer where your goal is to push your friends into deadly
hazards in last man standing competitions. Use your incredible force push ability to fight your friends and prove who is the best.
Duke it out in 4 fun and unique stages each with life threatening hazards to avoid and dodge. Battle to collect the gold glowing
crystals, the omnicores, to increase the speed and power of your force push. Choose any of the 4 distinct looking characters to

play as and fight with. Only you can prove you are up for this challenge.

Controls:
Move: w,a,s,d or arrow keys

Push t,f,g,h or keypad 8,4,5,6
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Minimum:

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space
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who needs bloodborne when PC has majestic exclusives like this
right guys
...haha
kill me. This probably took as much effort to code as it took me to write this review.. It's a awesome Touhou tag team game
If you like Touhou you are going to like this game
If you like tag team fighting game give this one a chance
The are a lot of team you can play with
If you prefer you can wait for the english patch they will release in the near future
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93DLC. I really want to recommend this game, but I just can\u2019t.

Wetwork is a fun, Hitman-esque, stealth, assassin game. It gives its own spin on the Hitman gameplay formula by adding
features such as the ability to jump, go into a first-person perspective, and play as either a male or female assassin.

I enjoyed my time with the game, but in its current early access state, it\u2019s pretty rough. With only two currently playable
levels, the game offers less than two hours of real playtime for its $11.49 CAD price tag, which in my opinion is pretty steep.
The combat is quite unbalanced, causing a detection by guards to almost always lead to an immediate death and mission failure.
Wetwork suffers from infuriatingly long load times of upwards to three minutes and does not allow the player to save any
progress so missions must always be restarted from the beginning.

I think that Wetwork has a lot of potential, but in its current state I cannot recommend that you buy it. Maybe try the free demo
if you\u2019re interested.

For a full review of Wetwork you can check out the video I made on it here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kG9DaDDwdQQ
. Best game ever.. This unique experimental game consists of a sequence of mini-games in the life of the creator. It manages to
explore his memories, fears, quirks and feelings in a way that feels extremely intimate but very relatable at the same time.

If you like experimental games and want to see how this medium can be used to explore the most personal parts about
someone's life I strongly recommend this game.. So the 3D controls need work. The final boss has a glitch that will not complete
the level even when all the objectives are met. I would not play this game if you are on the verge of suicide, since it may put you
over the edge.. You get what you pay for.
a fun but limited deathmatch game that has no one playing online

the bots you play against are way too easy and they cheat like crazy. unlimited boost, they tailgate you forever while airbraking.
they dont stall but you do.
 they are way too easy, very repetitive and only become dangerous in groups
(even on the hardest setting)

it could use better controller support,
allthough it works well enough using one.
the way they work make menu choices slow and tedious.
instead of jumping through the options,
a controller gives you a slow moving arrow as you use a mouse.
ingame they work well enough

the multiplayer part is dead, no one online
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i give it a 6\/10 overall.
would be more if there actually was anyone online.

it's ok for some mindless fun. Do you enjoy arcade action games that are simple to learn but difficult to master?
...More specifically, do you enjoy the classic style break-out games like I do?

If you answered "yes" to either, then you are looking at one helluva nice choice for your gaming dollar with Caromble!

Watch my First Play & Review when this game hit early access here if you need more persuasion to jump in!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GB6SPMNSCsQ

Caromble represents what any true Indie game fan should absolutely love. This game oozes with over-flowing passion from a
development team that shows their devotion to making a great break-out style game! Caromble is "their baby" and already in
early access, it shows they care about delivering a fantastic and epic fun arcade style game!

I look forward to seeing the final product and it's progression to that point after playing my first time!

Caromble is gaming at it's most innermost raw and true core...

Caromble beats the heart of it's passionate development team...

Caromble is a joy to both play and watch in action!

Caromble is quite simply the classic break-out style game so many gamers from the 80s and 90s loved brought into modern day
gaming with both style, unique & fresh ideas, and a ton-of-fun gameplay within!

Great job Crimson Owl Studios! You've made a fan of me with your game.

You should all be very proud of "Caromble"!

- Zaxx
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This is not portal, this is not magrunner, this is a standalone game with its own story. Yes, it's in the same category. And as a
member of the First-Person Puzzle family this one is very good. The atmosphere is very good. The choices matters. It's a shame
that this game did not get more publicity.. While a creative combination Klang's two components (platforming and rhythm
games) are sometimes at odds. When it works well it's a frenetic combination with appealing visuals and an aural delight, but the
soundtrack can make reading a strong rhythm difficult, filtering visual input can be a real pain with the intense trippy visuals,
and at its worst Klang feels like trying to simultaneously play two very different games at the same time, rather than a seamless
fusion. Especially when an option to help you recover and not be punished MORE for faltering once is turned off by default.
Also, don't expect a story to match the fun tunes, interesting character design and visual polish. It's an interesting ride, but hardly
worth mentioning there even is a premise.

If the concept of the combination has you intrigued, check this one out, but I'd recommend considering turning on "Reflex
mode" (slow mo when you miss a 'klang' - the game's DDR arrow projectiles) and actually give "casual" difficulty a second
thought if you're not confident in both your platforming and rhythm game skills. I beat the game on normal in an evening, (~3.6
hours) but the challenging bits felt more frustrating than a rewarding challenge to overcome, and the post-story challenges were
demoralizing without dropping to casual. Again, having Reflex mode on lessened this effect, since it provides a sorely needed
recovery mechanism, rather than failure leading to several consequences that made missing the next action more likely.

An imperfect execution, but a marvelous idea and a neat new genre fusion none the less.. I'll start out by saying this game is very
early access. But that being said even though there is only about an hour of gameplay so far it's quite fun for what it is. I can see
a lot of ideas for a game like this and I hope that the dev continues to push out updates and makes this in to a well polished little
apocalyptic road trip simulator. If the Dev reads this feel free to hit me up if you'd like some ideas!. Unless I'm mistaken, this
short interactive novel would appear to have been made with Twine (the free and easy-to-use software program, not a sturdy
piece of string). As Twine projects go, it's a little spiffier and more ambitious than most, though not exactly by a landslide.

  It has no sound, only the occasional lovingly hand-drawn illustration, and opts for the bog-standard blue links to indicate where
you can click next to progress\/make choices (though in all fairness this may have been a well-thought-out aesthetic decision,
rather than just default laziness). The story it tells is relatable if unexceptional, and there's absolutely nothing wrong with the
author's command of the written word (always a nice thing in text adventures, I'm sure you'll agree). The font is perhaps a tad on
the small side - especially if you have a small monitor - and almost entirely devoid of frills, but it gets the job done. There's a
couple of minor spelling errors, but nothing you'd fail an essay over. And it has self-deprecating Morrissey and Joy Division
references, which is certainly never a bad thing in my book.

  One definite negative is that it doesn't appear to have a save function. I mean, yes, it's short - under thirty minutes kind of short
- but a save would still be preferable. And there isn't a HUGE amount of agency, but perhaps enough to make it replayable,
should your first run-through of the storyline prove sufficiently intriguing. I personally gave it a quick second spam-through, and
it does have some decidedly divergent paths, should you find the possibilities compelling enough (I didn't, but then again, I'm no
longer in my twenties, and largely lost interest in the perils of the "dating world" some time ago).

  The biggest issue for many, I suspect, will be the price. Is it worth three dollars? Honestly, I think the dev was pretty brave to
ask ANY price for what is on offer here, much less more than 99c. My advice were they a friend would have been to chuck this
one up for free, solidify your "audience", and make the next one longer and as cheap as you can possibly make it on Steam (i.e.
99c)!

  There's certainly nothing overtly incompetent or hate-worthy here...on the whole, a rather "nice first effort" indeed.
"Underwhelming" is perhaps the nastiest insult you could throw its way. I certainly wouldn't recommend it at full price to
anyone bar the most ferociously Twine-curious, and would advise even sale-hunters to keep their expectations low. (Unless
you're recently single and feel like a touch of the straw which broke the camel's back: an optimistic view of relationships this
sure-as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ain't, so if you're looking for that extra little push over the brink, this may well
be the product to do it.)

Verdict: 6.5\/10.. Can't recommand it - yet.
This game is in Early Access and needs a lot of work to become a real rpg. If you have faith in it that there's gonna be more in
the future, buy the game and support the developer but in my opinion it is not worth playing yet. It is more like a tech demo.

- only 2 chapters playable in Early Access but no other missions
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- there isn't much atmosphere, the village feels so empty, lack of details
- the dialogues are shallow
- the female narrator at the beginning has talking interferences just like smacking sounds
- boring base interface and option menu (like in Half Life)
- two different art styles (game and dialog icons)
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